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ABSTRACT

The propagation of Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) shear-generated gravity waves through the summer stratosphere
is investigated using ray tracing, taking into account back-reflection as well as wave dissipation due to precritical-
layer breaking, radiative damping, and viscous diffusion. It is found that the transmission rate of upward–
eastward waves to the mesosphere is surprisingly good, provided that the horizontal scale of the waves is large
enough to prevent back-reflection. A rough upper bound on the net momentum flux into the mesosphere due to
a large ensemble of mutually incoherent KH-generated clear-air turbulence events is then estimated, using
reasonable-looking assumptions about the statistics of such events. It is found that on this basis the wave source
cannot safely be neglected in the global angular momentum budget.

1. Introduction

The formation of a mixed layer of fluid by a clear-
air turbulence (CAT) event and the subsequent emission
of low-frequency gravity waves from this mixed layer
were investigated in the companion paper Bühler et al.
(1999, hereafter BMS; cf. stages A and B in Fig. 2
thereof ). This paper studies stage C of this sequence,
namely the propagation of the emitted waves through a
slowly varying mean flow using ray tracing. The ray
tracing takes into account the systematic negative mean
zonal shear indicated in the summer profile in Fig. 1 of
BMS and the dissipation of the waves by radiative
damping and viscous diffusion. The effect of the mean
shear is that only the upward–eastward part of the emit-
ted gravity wave spectrum is able to propagate vertically
to mesospheric altitudes. This leads to a net flux of
positive zonal pseudomomentum into the mesosphere
despite the fact that the initial pseudomomentum emis-
sion is symmetric in positive and negative zonal pseu-
domomentum.

The upward–eastward waves that are transmitted to
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the mesosphere will have reduced amplitudes owing to
the cumulative effect of wave dissipation during prop-
agation. After consideration of a few sample ray-tracing
runs that illustrate the generic behavior of the waves,
the net pseudomomentum flux into the mesosphere from
a single mixed layer is calculated by ray tracing each
spectral component of the emitted waves. Finally, a
rough upper bound on the net pseudomomentum flux
into the mesosphere due to a large ensemble of mutually
incoherent mixed layers is estimated by combining the
single-event flux with observed CAT statistics.

2. Stage C in Fig. 2 of BMS: Ray tracing

The ray tracing is done here in two spatial dimensions,
that is, zonal direction x and altitude z. The mean flow
is modeled as a steady zonal flow U(z) that depends
only on the altitude z, and the buoyancy frequency N
and Coriolis parameter f are taken to be constant. This
model provides a simple first approximation that ar-
guably captures the strongest summertime mean-flow
effects. Generalizing these calculations to, say, three
spatial dimensions, and varying N, etc., would be more
costly computationally, but would otherwise be com-
pletely straightforward.

a. East–west filtering by the mean zonal shear

Consider Fig. 1, which shows gravity wave group-
velocity rays emitted from the center of a mixed region
that is embedded in a mean shear profile (indicated by
the broken line). The indicated negative mean shear is
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the selective transmission of gravity waves by the mean zonal shear. The size of the mixed region is greatly exag-
gerated. See text for details.

typical for average summer conditions; cf. Fig. 1 in
BMS. The vertical axis puts the mixed region at a start
altitude of about 15 km, which is a typical altitude just
above the tropopause jet. At this altitude the mean zonal
velocity is westerly with a magnitude of about 10 m
s21, and the rays are depicted as seen in a frame moving
with this mean velocity. (For simplicity of illustration
only the intrinsic part of the group-velocity rays is de-
picted; that is, no effort has been made to show the
differential horizontal advection of the waves by the
mean wind.)

The background flow field is steady and x independent
and hence the absolute wave frequency v measured by
an observer fixed to the earth’s surface, as well as the
zonal wavenumber k, are constant along rays, that is,

v [ v̂ 1 U(z)k 5 v̂ 1 U(z )k and (1)0 0 0

k 5 k , where (2)0

2 2 2 2N k 1 f m
v̂ [ 1 ⇒ N $ v̂ $ f . (3)

2 2! k 1 m

Here is the intrinsic frequency along a ray (definedv̂
to be positive in accordance with the convention used
in BMS), m is the vertical wavenumber, U(z) is the zonal
mean wind as a function of altitude z, and the subscript
0 denotes the corresponding initial values of these quan-
tities at the start of the ray. Note that the vertical com-

ponent m varies along the ray to ensure the invariance
of v.

As is well known (e.g., Lighthill 1978), gravity waves
cannot cross heights where Eqs. (1) and (3) become
incompatible, that is, where (1) would put outside thev̂
interval allowed by the dispersion relation in (3). The
case → N is total back-reflection; that is, at suchv̂
heights the wave packet changes its direction of vertical
propagation in finite time. If → f, on the other hand,v̂
the wave packet approaches a so-called critical layer.
This implies the unbounded growth of wave amplitudes,
the breakdown of linear theory, and the general nonlin-
ear breaking of the wave before the critical layer is
reached.

The qualitative nature of the development of four
typical rays emitted into four different quadrants (I–IV)
in Fig. 1 can now be read off from (1) using k 5 k0.
The type-I ray initially goes eastward (to the right in
the figure) and upward; that is, it has positive x and z
components of intrinsic group velocity, and therefore k0

. 0 and m0 , 0.1 Satisfaction of (1) in the presence of
negative shear and upward propagation clearly implies
increasing values of intrinsic frequency and hencev̂,

1 This uses the convention that . 0 and hence that the wave-v̂
number vector k 5 (k, m) points in the same direction as the intrinsic
phase-velocity vector k /|k|2.v̂
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FIG. 2. Ray-tracing results. Rotation f/N 5 1/100. (left) Packet (a) with h 5 35 m; (right) packet (b) with h 5 70 m.

decreasing values of m2, by (3). Hence type-I waves
have their phase-line patterns opened up, the spatial
density of their wave crests is decreased, and their ver-
tical group velocity is increased. Unless reaches itsv̂
upper limit N somewhere on the way up (which is dis-
cussed further below) these type-I waves will be able
to escape into the mesosphere. The type-II ray goes
westward (to the left in the figure) and upward. Hence,
it has negative x and positive z components of intrinsic
group velocity, and therefore k0 , 0 and m0 , 0. Equa-
tion (1) now implies that must decrease, and hencev̂
that m2 must increase. The phase-line pattern is closed

down and if approaches f, then the waves will break.v̂
This will in fact invariably happen for the low-frequency
waves under consideration here. The emitted spectrum
of a flat, pancakelike mixed region with low ratio of
height/width ;k0/m0 ; f/N is dominated by low-fre-
quency inertia-gravity waves with ; f. Therefore,v̂0

the waves encounter a critical layer at a height z 2 z0

where

N
|(U(z) 2 U(z ))k | ; f ⇒ |(z 2 z )m | ; . (4)0 0 0 0 |U |z

Typical values of the background Richardson number
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N 2/(Uz)2 & 50, and hence type-II waves will encounter
a critical layer within a few vertical wavelengths from
the launch altitude, as indicated in the figure. Hence,
there is no escape of type-II waves into the mesosphere.
The type-III ray goes westward (to the left in the figure)
and downward (i.e., k0 , 0 and m0 . 0). These waves
have their phase-line pattern opened up at first in the
same way as type-I waves, but then closed down again
as they propagate past the tropospheric jet, and will most
likely break at some height below the tropospheric jet
where the mean velocity drops below U(z0). In extreme-
ly favorable circumstances they might be reflected at
the ground and travel upward again, but then they will
have turned into a type-II wave and will therefore break
near the start altitude. The type-IV ray goes eastward
and downward. It breaks near the launch altitude in the
same way as type-II waves.

The overall result is that only type-I waves might be
able to reach the summer mesosphere. The zonal com-
ponent of pseudomomentum density has the same sign
as the intrinsic horizontal phase velocity; and hence
type-I waves always transmit positive zonal pseudomo-
mentum, which leads to the one-sided, asymmetric mo-
mentum flux into the mesosphere noted before. How-
ever, only type-I waves with sufficiently large horizontal
wavelength 2p/k0 will evade back-reflection by the east-
erly jet in the stratosphere. If 5 N is substituted inv̂
(1), then the criterion for the absence of back-reflection is

N 2p
k , ø , (5)0 max[U(z ) 2 U(z)] 30 km0

which uses max[U(z0) 2 U(z)] ù 70 m s21, N ù 0.015
s21, and ; f K N. Therefore, type-I waves withv̂0

horizontal wavelength larger than about 30 km evade
back-reflection, which implies that waves emitted from
larger mixed regions are less affected by back-reflection
than waves emitted from smaller mixed regions. Re-
ferring back to (25) in BMS, it is clear that these con-
siderations strongly limit the wavenumber section K
that can make contributions to the pseudomomentum
radiation into high-altitude regions D (t).

The criterion (5) can be simply related to the vertical
size of the mixed region in BMS’s emission model. For
that model the location in the spectral plane of the bulk
of the emitted pseudomomentum can be read off from
Fig. 5 in BMS as kH ø 0.01, where H is the vertical
half-width of their Gaussian envelope shape. Using (5)
and BMS’s relation h 5 2H between H and the ver-Ï
tical depth h over which strong, observable mixing oc-
curs, it is found that (5) implies that if h . 65 m, then
little back-reflection occurs. This size for h is fairly
small compared to the most important CAT events (e.g.,
Browning and Watkins 1970); and hence back-reflection
is most likely not a strong constraint on the CAT-induced
momentum flux into the mesosphere.

b. Dissipation of inertia-gravity waves by viscous
diffusion and radiative damping

The mean viscous energy-dissipation rate per unit
mass and unit time for an inertia-gravity wave with
wavenumber vector k is approximated by substituting
the plane inertia-gravity wave solution of the Boussi-
nesq model into the usual expression for the viscous
energy dissipation rate in a nondivergent flow [cf. (16.3)
in Landau and Lifshitz 1987]. The result is

2 2N 2 v̂
2 2 2 2 2n |k| |u| 5 n |k| E 1 1 f /v̂ (6)

2 21 2N 2 f
2 2 2ù n |k| E(1 1 f /v̂ ). (7)

Here u 5 (u, y , w) are the wave velocities, E [ (|u| 21
2

1 s 2/N 2) is the standard mean intrinsic wave energy
density per unit mass given in terms of wave velocities
and density disturbance s (cf. BMS for details on the
wave structure), and the kinematic viscosity n due to
molecular diffusion will be modeled as

n 5 n0 exp[1(z 2 z0)/Hs], (8)

where Hs is the density-scale height. For the ray tracing,
(8) has been used with Hs 5 7 km and n0 5 1024 m2

s21 at z0 5 15 km in the second, approximate form in
(7), which is uniformly accurate for all with veryv̂,
small relative error O( f 2/N 2).

The factor |k| 2 in (7) shows how viscous dissipation
acts more strongly on waves with smaller wavelength,
and the factor (1 1 f 2/ ) shows how viscous dissi-2v̂
pation acts stronger on low-frequency than on high-
frequency waves. The latter effect arises because inertia-
gravity waves do not obey energy equipartition; that is,
for these waves potential energy/kinetic energy ù (1 2
f 2/ )/(1 1 f 2/ ).2 2v̂ v̂

The temperature disturbance associated with the grav-
ity waves upsets the radiative transfer equilibrium of
the stable background temperature field and this induces
radiative transfer processes that seek to dampen the
waves with a damping timescale which depends on1/â,
both the altitude and on the vertical wavenumber m of
the wave packet. The damping term appears in the lin-
earized buoyancy equation as

st 1 N 2w 5 2 ;âs (9)

and hence the mean radiative energy-dissipation rate per
unit mass and unit time for an inertia-gravity wave is

2 2N 2 v̂
2 2 2 2â(s /N ) 5 âE 1 2 f /v̂

2 21 2N 2 f
2 2ù âE(1 2 f /v̂ ). (10)

The parametrization of used for the ray tracing wasâ
a simplified version of the radiative transfer code ‘‘MID-
RAD’’ used by Haynes and Ward (1993) (and based
originally on Shine 1987; Fels and Schwarzkopf 1981;
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TABLE 1. Parameters for ray-tracing sample runs and transmission
coefficients.

Wave packet

k0h 5 0.014

h
(m) f /N

m0/k0 5 2170.
N 5 0.015 s21

Transmission
coefficient

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

35
70
35
70

0.01
0.01
0
0

0.00
0.81
0.00
0.68

TABLE 2. Transmitted percentage of emitted pseudomomentum spectrum as a function of layer depth h, Prandtl ratio f /N, and relative
mixing strength of velocity and potential temperature a/(b Ri). The values for emitted are taken from Table 2 in BMS.IPÏ *

f /N
a

(bÏRi)
Emitted P I

* h 5 50 m h 5 100 m h 5 200 m

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.5
1.0

0.40
0.40
0.40

0.07 5 18%
0.07 5 18%
0.07 5 18%

0.18 5 45%
0.18 5 45%
0.18 5 45%

0.24 5 60%
0.24 5 60%
0.24 5 60%

0.005
0.005
0.005

0.0
0.5
1.0

0.12
0.14
0.17

0.02 5 18%
0.03 5 21%
0.04 5 24%

0.07 5 61%
0.09 5 62%
0.11 5 63%

0.10 5 86%
0.12 5 85%
0.14 5 84%

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.0
0.5
1.0

0.05
0.07
0.10

0.0065 5 13%
0.014 5 19%
0.024 5 24%

0.029 5 58%
0.043 5 62%
0.066 5 66%

0.045 5 90%
0.063 5 90%
0.089 5 89%

Schwarzkopf and Fels 1985), whose details are given
in the appendix.

The factor (1 2 f 2/ ) in (10) highlights the impor-2v̂
tant fact that radiative damping acts only very weakly
on low-frequency inertia-gravity waves, because these
waves have comparatively little potential energy. In oth-
er words, low-frequency inertia–gravity waves are al-
most ‘‘invisible’’ to radiative damping. This fact that at
first sight seems counterintuitive will prove of crucial
importance for the ray-tracing results that follow.

c. Ray-tracing equations

The standard ray-tracing formalism (cf. Andrews et
al. 1987, p. 215) is generated by the absolute frequency
function

2k
2 2V(z, k, m) [ 1 N 1 f 1 U(z)k, (11)

2 21 2! k 1 m

in which, for simplicity, the term f 2m2/(k2 1 m2) in the
intrinsic frequency part has been replaced by f 2 with
uniform small relative error O( f 2/N 2). The group-ve-
locity ray x(t), z(t), and the rate of change of the slowly
varying wavepacket parameters k(t), m(t), and v(t)
along a ray are then given by the standard ray-tracing
equations:

d ]V ]Vg
(x, z) [ 1 ,1 2dt ]k ]m

2 2 2v̂ 2 f (m /k, 2m)
5 1 (U(z), 0) (12)

2 2v̂ k 1 m

d ]V ]Vg
(k, m) [ 2 , 5 (0, 2U (z)k) (13)z1 2dt ]x ]z

d v ]Vg
[ 1 5 0, (14)

dt ]t

where 5 v 2 U(z)k is the intrinsic frequency, andv̂
dg/dt denotes time differentiation along a group-velocity
ray. Corresponding to the symmetries of V with respect
to x and t there are two first integrals k 5 k0 and v 5
v0.

The wave amplitude evolution along nonintersecting
rays can be computed to leading order using the standard
conservation equation for the spatial density of wave
action rE/ [e.g., (4.A11)–(4.A13) in Andrews et al.v̂
(1987), where their E is our rE]. However, rE/ chang-v̂
es not only because of wave dissipation, but also in
response to the focusing–defocusing of a bundle of ad-
jacent rays as described by = · cg. This effect is irrel-
evant for the total flux of wave action into the meso-
sphere, provided only that the rays in question do even-
tually reach the mesosphere.

On the other hand, the Hamiltonian structure of the
ray-tracing equations (12)–(13) implies that the joint
spatial–spectral volume element dx dz dk dm is invariant
along rays, that is, dg(dx dz dk dm)/dt 5 0. Because of
this, a joint spatial–spectral wave-action density
n(x, z, k, m, t) can fruitfully be used here. This n is for-
mally related to the spatial wave-action density by

1` 1`E
r [ n(x, z, k, m, t) dk dm. (15)E Ev̂

2` 2`

Demanding that wave-action conservation holds for
each spectral element separately then immediately im-
plies, for nondissipating waves, that
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FIG. 3. Ray-tracing results. Rotation f/N 5 0. (left) Packet (c) with h 5 35 m; (right) packet (d) with h 5 70 m.

d (n dx dz dk dm) d ng g
5 0 ⇒ 5 0. (16)

dt dt

Adding dissipation terms on the right-hand side then
results finally in

d ng 2 25 2n[â(z, m)(1 2 f /v̂ )
dt

2 2 2 21 n(z)(k 1 m )(1 1 f /v̂ )]. (17)

Here is given by the parametrization describedâ(z, m)
in the appendix and n(z) is given by (8). Because k is

constant along rays, the relative damping of wave ac-
tion describes equally well the relative damping of
pseudomomentum. Also, the ray-tracing equation for
x(t) is decoupled from the other equations and, hence,
only z(t), m(t) and will be considered from nowv̂(t)
on.

Four typical ray-tracing runs for type-I, upward–
eastward waves are now presented. The initial wav-
enumbers k 0 and m 0 are chosen near the maximum of
the spectral pseudomomentum density that corresponds
to the class of mixed-layer initial conditions investi-
gated by BMS (cf. their Fig. 5). The Coriolis parameter
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f and the vertical depth h of the corresponding mixed
layer have been chosen as summarized in Table 1. All
rays are launched at z 5 15 km and their remaining
wave action is measured when they cross z 5 60 km,
which is taken to mark their entry into the mesosphere.
If the rays are back-reflected before reaching that al-
titude, then their wave action at z 5 60 km is reckoned
as 0. Without loss of generality the wave-action density
n 5 1 initially, and the transmission coefficient is hence
equal to the value of n when the ray crosses 60-km
altitude. The zonal mean velocity profile (Fig. 1 in
BMS) is approximated by piecewise linear segments
joining the points

21U [m s ] 5 [0, 20, 250, 0]

z[km] 5 [0, 10, 60, 85], (18)

and the ray-tracing results are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
The smaller waves [(a) and (c)] are back-reflected

while the larger waves [(b) and (d)] reach the meso-
sphere. The presence of background rotation in (a) and
(b) noticeably reduces the radiative damping strength
compared with the nonrotating (c) and (d). Two very
different stages in the evolution of the rays can be dis-
tinguished. In the first stage |m| k |k|; and hence the
vertical group velocity is very small and the waves
spend a long time near their launch altitude. The du-
ration of this first, ‘‘dormant’’ stage can be estimated
by the time required for the mean shear to reduce the
vertical wavenumber m of the waves to 0, which gives
|Uzk0/m0|21 ø 1.5 days. However, once |m| ; |k|, the
vertical group velocity becomes very large and the
waves now undergo a second, rapid ascent stage. The
maximal vertical group velocity can be estimated from
(12) to occur when 2m2 ø k2, which gives wg ø 0.38N/k
ø 30 m s21 for h 5 70 m.2 In a fraction of a day this
rapid ascent leads to either back-reflection of the waves
or to their transmission to the mesosphere.

d. Transmission of mixed-layer wave spectrum

The pseudomomentum transmission coefficients can
be calculated for each component of the emitted wave
spectrum from mixed layers investigated by BMS. This
yields a transmission matrix, with entries analogous to
those in Table 1, in which only type-I, eastward–upward
waves can have nonzero transmission coefficients. Mul-
tiplying the emitted pseudomomentum spectrum [i.e.,
the spectral density appearing in (27) of BMS] com-
ponent by component by this transmission matrix and

2 The formal validity of the WKB approximation may well break down
during the rapid ascent stage. One relevant WKB parameter is |m(t)22

dm(t)/dz(t)|, which measures the relative rate of change of m(t) along a
ray and which ought to be small for formal validity of WKB (cf. Lighthill
1978, p. 324). It turned out that this parameter becomes O(1) during the
rapid ascent stage, which points to the need for a refined theory to
calculate detailed wave amplitudes, etc., during this stage.

then summing over all components gives the total pseu-
domomentum that actually reaches the mesosphere.

This calculation has been done for the two-dimen-
sional cases studied in BMS, and the relevant parameters
and results are presented in Table 2. The total amount
of emitted pseudomomentum due to type-I waves is
given by the nondimensional diagnostic as definedIP*
by (27) and (28) in BMS. The mixing parameters a and
b range from 0 to 1 and measure the extent to which
the background gradients of zonal velocity and potential
temperature have been eroded in the mixed layer. The
magnitudes of these background gradients are N/ RiÏ
and N 2, respectively, where Ri is the background Rich-
ardson number. As noted in BMS, the diagnostic IP*
depends only on a/(b Ri) and on Prandtl’s ratio f/N.Ï
The vertical depth of the mixed layer h does not affect

but it strongly affects the transmitted percentage ofIP*
the wave spectrum; and hence three different values of
h have been considered. In all cases, the vertical/hori-
zontal aspect ratio of the mixed layer was held fixed at
0.01.

The results in Table 2 show a strong increase in trans-
mitted percentage with increasing h and with increasing
Prandtl ratio f/N. Eventually, transmission becomes al-
most perfect in the case h 5 200 m and f/N 5 0.01.
These trends arise because increasing h limits the im-
portance of back-reflection and increasing f/N limits the
effectiveness of radiative damping, as was noted qual-
itatively before. By comparison, the importance of the
relative mixing strength a/(b Ri) is slight.Ï

Based on these results, it can be expected that a mixed
layer with h $ 100 m and with vertical/horizontal aspect
ratio # f/N will emit type-I waves that are transmitted
almost perfectly to the mesosphere. (If the aspect ratio
k f/N, then roughly only half of the emitted pseudomo-
mentum reaches the mesosphere.) To judge this conclu-
sion, it is important to note that the total dimensional
pseudomomentum is proportional to the fourth power
of the vertical depth of the mixed layer (cf. BMS), which
means that mixed layers with large h are much more
important for pseudomomentum emission than those
with small h. Hence, back-reflection and radiative damp-
ing turn out to be quite ineffective filtering mechanisms:
both act most strongly on the emitted waves from small
(and therefore weak) mixed layers, while allowing the
emitted waves from large (and therefore strong) mixed
layers to propagate almost without attenuation to the
mesosphere.

3. Ensemble of stratospheric CAT events

The mean zonal stress on the mesosphere due to grav-
ity waves induced by stratospheric CAT events can be
calculated by considering an ensemble of many indi-
vidual CAT events that occur randomly in space and
time. The individual pseudomomentum contributions
from each CAT event can be added up if different CAT
events emit mutually incoherent wave trains. This will
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be the case if the spatial occurrence of the CAT events
is sufficiently random. In addition, the vertical mean
shear also acts as a very efficient randomizer of wave
phase. The relevant statistics of the CAT ensemble must
be deduced either from observations or from a reason-
ably complete theoretical model of CAT generation.
Neither approach has led to reliable CAT statistics at
present; and hence any calculation of CAT-induced mo-
mentum flux into the mesosphere can at present only
give a rough, order-of-magnitude estimate of it.

a. Formula for CAT-induced mesospheric stress

Consider now an ensemble of CAT events in the sum-
mer stratosphere. For simplicity, attention is focused on
a typical region of increased mean shear between the
troposphere jet-stream maximum and the zero-wind line
above (cf. Fig. 1 in BMS). This region has a vertical
depth HCAT of about 5–10 km. Let g be the average
volume fraction that contains CAT in its actively tur-
bulent, and hence most detectable, state at any given
time. Typical observational estimates of g are a couple
of percent (e.g., Dewan 1981a; Ludlam 1967, 1980, and
references therein). The same observations give an es-
timate of the duration t of the actively turbulent phase
of a single CAT event of tens of minutes. The vertical
depth h and horizontal width b that is occupied by de-
tectable turbulence in a CAT event is observed to be
O(100 m) and O(10 km), respectively. The vertical
depth h can be taken as the relevant vertical mixing
length for an individual CAT event. Together, the above
CAT parameters determine the total CAT-event rate, that
is, the number of new CAT events occuring in the slab
of depth HCAT per unit time. This number (per unit hor-
izontal area) is

HCATøg , (19)
2thb

where hb2 is the approximate volume occupied by the
detectable turbulence of a single CAT event.

Multiplying this CAT-event rate with the single-event
pseudomomentum that reaches the mesosphere then
gives the total CAT-induced mesospheric zonal stress.
This single-event pseudomomentum is given by a trans-
mission coefficient Tr times the emitted upward–east-
ward pseudomomentum. Using BMS’s nondimensional
pseudomomentum emission quantity [as defined inIP*
their (28)], the single-event pseudomomentum can be
written as

Ï2r E0 0
IøTrP , (20)* hN

where r0E0 is the total disturbance energy produced by
the mixing inside a CAT event. The mixing erodes the
background gradients of potential temperature and zonal
velocity (with respective values for the mixing param-

eters b and a) over the vertical mixing length h inside
the CAT event; and hence E0 can be approximated as

1h /2 2z
2 2 2 21 2E ø b N (a Ri 1 b ) dz0 E 2

2h /2

1
3 2 2 2 21 25 h b N (a Ri 1 b ), (21)

24

where Ri 5 N 2/(Uz)2 is the background Richardson
number.3

The total CAT-induced mesospheric zonal stress, say,
SCAT, is then given by the product of (19) and (20), using
(21). This yields

Ï2gHCAT I 2 21 2S ø r hNTrP (a Ri 1 b ). (22)CAT 0 *t 24

Appropriate values for Tr can be retrieved from theIP*
entries in Table 2. Typically, Tr ø 0.05–0.1. NoteIP*
that this estimate is proportional to g/t [cf. (19)] and
proportional only to the first power of h, as contrasted
with the fourth power for a single layer noted at the
end of section 3c of BMS.

b. Rough upper bound on mesospheric zonal stress

The case of perfect mixing a 5 b 5 1 is now used
to generate a rough upper bound on SCAT, using plausible
estimates of the other physical parameters. We regard
this as an upper bound because real mixing is often less
than perfect; a recent reference is Alisse and Sidi (1999).
The details are collected in Table 3. Substitution in (22)
gives

SCAT & 1023 N m22. (23)

It happens that this estimate of SCAT is of the same order
as commonly inferred values for the globally averaged
zonal momentum flux into the summer mesosphere that
is necessary to produce realistic jet closures in GCMs.
Taken literally, (23) would then imply that a significant
part of that momentum flux could be due to gravity
waves induced by stratospheric CAT events. However,
we must remember that (23) is only a rough upper
bound. Furthermore, the extreme uncertainties inherent
in our assumptions about the ‘‘typical’’ CAT ensemble
in Table 3 must be noted. Therefore, at present it seems
more prudent to conclude only that CAT-induced con-
tributions to the mesospheric angular momentum budget
cannot safely be neglected.

4. Concluding remarks

The potential relevance for the mesospheric angular
momentum of SCAT, as indicated by the rough upper

3 Alternatively, the specific initial conditions of BMS could be used
here, but this would lead to a numerically very close expression for E 0.
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TABLE 3. Parameters for rough upper bound estimate of SCAT. Note that the envelope half-width scales (H, L) used in BMS are related to
(h, b) by (H, L) 5 (h, b)/ 2.Ï

Quantity Symbol Value

Mass density at 15-km altitude
Buoyancy frequency
Prandtl’s ratio
Background Richardson number
Vertical depth of lower stratosphere with strong CAT activity
Average volume fraction containing active, detectable turbulence

r0

N
f /N
Ri
HCAT

g

0.21 kg m23

0.015 s21

0.01
1.0

7000 m
0.03

Lifetime of active, detectable turbulence of a single CAT event
Vertical depth of well-mixed core of a single CAT event
Horizontal width of well-mixed core of a single CAT event
Velocity and potential temperature mixing efficiencies

t
h
b
(a, b)

1500 s
200 m

20 000 m
(1, 1)

P for f /N 5 0.01, h/b 5 0.01, and a/b 5 1I
*

Transmission coefficient
P I

*
Tr

0.10
0.9

FIG. A1. Temperature profile and radiative damping rate as a function of vertical wavenumber, at different altitudes (20, 30, 40, 50, 60 km).

bound (23), makes it important to notice clearly the
limitations of the transmission calculations and the en-
semble estimates put forward in this paper. The ray-
tracing calculation for the stratospheric wave transmis-
sion is arguably a robust part of the approach. Its ex-
tension to three-dimensional mean-flow variability and/
or mean-flow time dependence would be conceptually
straightforward.

The situation is much worse with regard to reliable
CAT ensemble statistics. Typical CAT mixing param-
eters a and b, for momentum and mass, respectively,
are at present poorly known. Yet they enter directly into
any estimate for SCAT. The large observational uncer-
tainties with respect to typical values of a and b, of
typical layer depth h, and of actively turbulent volume
fraction g underline the need for further observational
and theoretical studies. Further progress would benefit
not only estimates of CAT-induced momentum fluxes,
but might also put within reach the parameterization of
an intimately related problem relevant in both the at-
mosphere and the oceans: namely, the problem of CAT-
induced small-scale vertical diffusion of tracers (e.g.,
Dewan 1981b).
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APPENDIX

Parametrization of Radiative Damping Rate

The version of MIDRAD used here parameterizes ac-
curately the infrared damping due to CO2 between 20-
and 90-km altitude for vertical wavenumbers up to ;1
km21, while giving a slight overprediction of for largerâ
vertical wavenumbers (cf. Haynes and Ward 1993). Let
z* be altitude (in km), T*(z*) temperature (in degrees
Kelvin), and m* the vertical wavenumber (in km21);
then the damping rate is given byâ

21 960
â 5 exp(2960/T*)[a(z*) 1 b(z*)Ï|m*|],1 2days T*

(A1)
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where

a(z*) 5 0.422 1 0.001625(z* 2 62.5)
22 0.007125Ï1 1 (z* 2 62.5) (A2)

b(z*) 5 0.646 1 0.032(z* 2 39.5)
21 0.018Ï9 1 (z* 2 39.5) . (A3)

The parameterized at various altitudes is plottedâ(m)
in Fig. A1 together with the corresponding summer stan-
dard temperature profile (cf. Andrews et al. 1987, p. 72).
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